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Prologue in H eaven:
The view therefrom
Review

In his essay of 1961, "Writing American Fiction," Phi lip Roth contended:
... the Ameri can writer in the
middle of the 20th cen tury has
his hand fu ll in trying to understand, and then describe, and
then make credible much of the
American reality . . . The actuality is con tin ually outdoi ng our
talen ts, and th e cu lture tosses up
figu res almost daily that are the
envy of any novelist.
Early in 1970 Roth published his
short story, "On the Air," an hysterica l and nightmarish tale which
rea lizes artistically the dilemma
voiced in 1961, and which marks the
rapid development of Roth into a
species of late Mark Twain.
Critics noted the stylistic affinities
of Portno y and the tall tales of Twain,
but "On the Air" reveals a deeper
relationship of comic vision: Twain's
"Mysterious Stranger" and Roth's
"On th e Air" both express a fund amental uncertainity about the distinction between illusion and reality, th e
traditional categori es of comic art.
Instead of stories which pit reality
and unreality against each other and
succeed by means of contrast, we
have here to deal with works which
deliberately confuse life with fiction,
fiction with life, in order to arouse
doubt rather than certainty.
"On th e Air" is another of Mr.
Roth's "Jewish jokes," this time the
story of talent scout Milton Lippman's attempt to avenge his race
upon goyish America by means of a
radio quiz show that will star Albert
Einstein. The adventures of Lippman

as he journeys to Einstein's home in
Princeton form the "plot" of a radio
shov>' that is being narrated by Roth,
our announcer, who intersperses his
narrative with direct addre es to the
reader-listener. The uneven fiction
which constitute Lippman's life and
opinions culminates in a wild scene
at an icc cream parlor where i\Iilton
meets a soda jerk named Scoop,
who c right hand is an ice cream
scoop, and where he is senselessly
bru talized and forced to literall y
weigh his manhood against that of
the Chief of Police. The climax of
this pleasant little incident is the wild
screech of the Chief, who has directed Scoop to ram his scoop up his
rectum: "Kill the metaphor . . .
slaughter the smile . .. I'm being
driven litera l . . . I'm going stark
raving literal - at last!" The entire
melee is "concluded" by the announcer-n arrator who directs all of
us "out there 'Beyond the Pale' " to
"tune in to this same wavelength
tomorrow" and finally wishes us
sweet dreams.
W hat all of thi s means is hardly
apparent. Roth has g iven up the
fight, one is temp ted to say. But, if
we view the story as the artistic
projection of th e essay of 1961 and in
the late Twain trad ition, then certain
pa tterns emerge.
In his comm entary th e narrator of
"On th e Air" identifies Lippman, the
talent scout, and the artist. To the
artist, and particularly to a comic
writer of Roth's sensibility as expressed in "\ Vriting American Fiction," the world is a vaudevillian
stage; the writer merely raises the
curtai n of "reality" to reveal the
illusion.
The interpenetration of the fantastic and the "real" which dictates
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the form of :\1ilton Lippman's experience is an image of the American
scene at "the middle of the 20th
century." Hoth found an example of
this dilemma in Mr. Nixon as Presidential candidate in 1960:
As a literary creation, as some
novelist's image of a certain kind
of human being, he might have
seemed believable, but I myself
found that on the TV screen, as
a real public image, a political
fact, my mind balked at taking
him in.
The urgency of such a dislocation is
not lost a decade later when that
supreme fiction , the Front Page, reports seriously the speeches of l\Ir.
Agnew or the shipment of arms to
Israel to ensure extension of the

cease-fire in the :\lid-East. A di cussion of the relationship of fiction to
life, the central concern of "On the
Air," is indeed a relevant one for our
time.
Finally, in reference to Twain's
late story, "The :\Iysterious Stranger,"
"On the Air" can be judged the
product of a truly comic spirit. Twain
and Hoth both see man as the animal
that laughs; as Twain's mysterious
stranger insists, "yom race, in its
poverty, has unquestionably one
really effective weapon - laughter."
That was the last laugh of perhaps
America's greatest humorist. But Roth
is still on the air; we have been asked
to stay tuned. Perhaps only what
follows "On the Air" will decide
whether Roth's la ughter is spastic or
as enduring as Twain's.

RECONDITE VERSE DEPARTME T
Palatial Pentagonal Pastiche: An Agnewesque
A truncated tale
Sprung soporific from my skull;
Aegised and all.
"ONCE UPON A CE TURY,
A droll doltish dadushka Adherent undaunted, before,
Of the sibilated simulacrum Solipsism Awoke from this so1nnambulation
Confronted with the chiaroscum;
Grew femful of T erra's caducity.
"He u;rote worriedly wretched
To the population Pentagonal
Of Military Masterminds With the commatic acumen
Of tlwt burgeoning blighter, Burton:
Editor's note: The author informs us that the incantatory effects of this
poem are archieved only through recitation. An in-depth study of this work
by two Carroll graduate students (who prefer to remain anonymous) will
appear in the forthcoming issue of The Explicator.
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(author of that vespertin e vademewm,
The Anatomy of Melancholy. )
"The practiced practition ers
Of swart sorcelments,
Whose sagacity is resepescence after th e Saccade,
Read with reticence
This fatidic of Gotterdamm erung.
"H ence, th ey answered admonishingly,
With a pTetentious paper
Convoluted tcith classic constructions,
H oration hocus pocus:
Th e most cheTished example being:
'Angustam amice pauperim ]Xtfi
robustus acri militia pu er
condiscat ...
nee summat aut ponit secures
arbitrio popularis aurae.'
''The Ares trucklers, contented,
With this answer from a Roman barrow,
Were unaware of fetid fum es,
And to quicken, yet m01·e,
Th e palpitating pTecognition
Of the once cynical centennial,
"The th esis teas stamped:
'General Gaius Attila Wotan,
Chief of Staff
and Celestial Prestidigitator.' "

-VIRGIL STROHMEYER

By the time this appears in print
the currently tumultuous debate over
the question of open dorms and a
new philosophy for the university
may well have subsided into that
obscurity which too often is th e tomb
of worthwhile movem ents at Carroll.
\iVhatever your opinion of the matter,
the remark of an acquaintance of
ours will be significant. He read
the philosophy as distributed once
through and pointed out that tl1e
entire document was predicated on

the existance at Carroll of a community of scholars.

•
"The prejudice against books has
grown from observing the stupidity
of men who have m erely read books."
- Ezra Pound

•
Does J. Edgar Hoover read the
Carroll Quarterly? Jus' wondrin'.
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Daguerrotype

Studies in roof-tile and chimney-brick
silhouette skylines shaded grey
dead streets blurred by passing-things
making no impression in the long exposure.
-FRA K SALAK
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Untitled

I hit the moon
a silver spoon
my mincl a radio just tuning in
to frequencies of high-pitched night
ancl the low rumbling
of the garbage truck
bumping across the sky to pick up stars.

-CAROL FURPAHS
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Marty

Betrothed to the earth and the sea and the sky
we went: skipping sto nes in the day we went squishing sand through our toes; we raced
down the beach that we kn ow, we chased
each other with colored balls and lent
each other the tim e we always spent
Owners of earth and ea mul sky;
How is it that we learned to cry?
I once found a quarter that hid in the sand
That made me rich and w e both could afford
being rich, to spend time looking for shells
and places to hide where no one would tell
I was a queen and you w ere a lord
I had a quarter and you had a sword
made out of wood brought in by the tide
How did it happen - we learned to cry?
You were a loveT of sunlight and shadows
Colors and grass and seaweed and sand
W e'd watch the sun set when w e'd play
You told m e we'd both grow up one clay
And then you took m e by the hand
Why was it you could understand?
Always before I even guessed
What was happening - to the rest.

-PAT JO WALSH
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1l'hat Kind of a Game ts This) Anyhow?

summertime, during the long hot sunny days, we would take to
I NtheTHE
courts in the early morning and stay until the ball was dark and dusty
and the sun was down. ' Ve would warm up under the elms for an hour, hit
the backboard for an hour and watch the girls from the college peddle past
in short white skirts and say hello, hello girls, we want you all.
My cousin was short and stocky and he had a bad temper. He was a very
good tennis player but he was a perfectionist. 'Vhen he would miss an easy
shot he would throw his racket fiercely and swear like Dennis Ralston. H e
thought he was like Dennis Ral ton but he was really more like Chuck
McKinley. But he was like Dennis Ralston when it came to breaking rackets.
In one summer he broke six Bancroft Aussies.
We lived on opposi te ends of the city and we would meet at the courts.
I would get my bicycle, a Shelby Flying Cloud, descend our driveway with
the brakes screaming, and ride to the college. The college was a long way off
and I would have to ride for a half-hour to get there. We had bought passes,
they cost fifteen dollars each, and we were members (associate, third class) of
the Summer Racket Club of Cadenza Woman's College. This should not be
confused with the Racket Club because that was where the wealthy went,
and we, unfortunately, weren't wealthy. We were enti tled to play as much
tennis as we wanted so long as no one wanted our court. This meant that the
girls in the short white skirts could take our court and the members of the
Racket Club could take our court because the college had made a deal to
take care of their overflow. That's why we played when the sun was coming
up and when the sun was going down.
We became very good tennis players considering we never had lessons
from a pro. There was a pro who taught at the Racket Club who had a name
like a Russian composer, but he was a tall, blond-headed Austrian who was
supposed to have played on the Austrian D avis Cup Team of 1956. Sometimes
he would come to the college to teach the girls. H e had a beautiful Dunlop
Fort racket and he wore shorts the color of the clay. He was handsome and
we thought the girles took lessons from him just because he was handsome,
because they never practiced and never became very good players at all. He
was a graceful player, and we would sit behind the fence and listen to his
instructions. "The backhand is a natural stroke," he would say, "more natural
than the forehand, only your mind tells you it is more difficult. Remember,
the backhand is like drawing a sword, that i all, like drawing a sword." The
girls would giggle and would draw their swords as he bounced balls to them
from the net.
One day there was rain. It had rained in the early morning and I arrived
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at the court late, the sun was just coming through the clouds and my cousin
was hitting against the backboard, the only p rson there. The keepers had
pulled off the green canvas covers and were putting down the lines. \\'hen
they had finished no one had come and we began warming up for our match.
Then, coming down the road, we saw four dark station wagons, the sides of
which were emblazoned with the crossed rackets of the Racket Club, carrying,
it seemed, its younger members. A few minutes later it was obvious that there
weren't enough courts, so a man, probably one of their counselors, came over
and asked us if we belonged to the Racket Club . .\1y cousin said yes, we
belonged, and then he turned and performed one of his powerful, almost I
thought, breathtaking serves.
"May I see your membersh ip cards?" the man asked politely.
"Sure," my cousin said. The way he looked at me I guess he knew the
jig was up.
'Tm sorry," the man said, "but you'll have to leave. This is only a pass
from the college."
"We were here first," my cousin replied.
"It doesn't make any difference. You can't stay."
"It isn't fair," I said. "We were here first."
"I ain't going to take this," my cousin warned, waving a finger under
the man's nose.
"Listen kid," the man said, "if you don't leave now I'm going for the
police. I'm tired of people like you hanging around here. I'll have you sent
straight to Juvenile Court where you belong." Then he grabbed us both by
the arm and threw us off the court.
Sometl1ing went plunk in me. I don't know what it was but I felt like
never playing tennis again or killing the man with my racket. We could never
figure out why we had become so angry. Maybe it was because the clubbers
were our own age, and some were girls, and for a while all the courts
were ours.
We sat on the lawn and watched them play. They would stare over at
us and laugh, and everytime they hit the ball I took it as a personal offense.
I wanted to leave but my cousin was fuming and plotting and said no, we
would get a court if it was the last thing we ever did.
W e moved and sat near the fountain. We waited. It was becoming hot
and muggy and soon the p layers were coming for water. My cousin had been
watching the progress on the first court, a match between a tall, lanky boy
of about fifteen and a girl with sun-bleached hair and a H absburg lip. They
were both very good players and I thought they must have spent hundreds,
thousands on lessons. Soon, they came to the fountain.
"Would you like to play?" my cousin asked them.
"We are playing," the boy replied.
-
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"I mean, would you like to play for the court?" he asked him. "I mean, if
you lose, we get to use the court for a while, me and my cousin here."
"I don't think I'll lose," the boy said, eyeing my cousin.
"Then let's play. Rough or smooth, touche and all that, let's go," my
cousin said.
They walked towards the court, and the girl, who didn't seem overly
disturbed, sat down next to me.
"Where are you from?" she asked.
"East End," I replied.
"Where is the other boy from?"
"West End."
"We're from Ranamon Hills," she said, opening up. "We belong to the
Racket Club but they're having a tourney today. l wish now I would've gone
swimming. It's just too hot to watch."
There was a pause. She sighed, and then she unsnapped the pocket on
her racket cover, pulled out a package of cigarettes, and lit one.
"I don't think my brother wanted to play your friend," she continued,
"but he didn't give him much of a choice. My father says tennis is a game of
honor and your friend forced Charley into it."
"Is Charley any good?" I asked.
"He's very good."
"Did he take lessons?"
"For years."
"From the Austrian pro?"
"What Austrian pro? You mean Gabor Kasdasdy? o, Gabor isn't
Austrian. He's Hungarian. He fled Hungary in 1956 and went to Austria.
He was a freedom fighter, threw rocks at tanks. But father didn't want
Charley to take lessons from him because he thinks Gabor doesn't teach an
aggressive enough game. He says Gabor is a dancer, tiptoes around too much."
"I think he's really good."
"He's okay. He's supposed to be Hungarian nobility."
"Really?"
"One of the girls said so. I don't know for sure. I don't like him too much."
"Why?"
"I just don't," she said. "He doesn't talk to a lot of people at the club, and
he makes tennis out to be something more than it is. It's just a game. I don't
-
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think he belongs at the club. He's the only hunky at the club, as a matter
of fact."
She looked over at me, and looked slightly disturbed. Maybe she thought
I was Hungarian.
"You know what?"
"What?" she asked.
"You're a jerk."
On the court the white hard ball was bouncing high, my cousin was
moving into the ball and off, it would fall short and high and his opponent
would blast it into the opposite corner, and she watched the slaughter with
her small, bored eyes, proud of some foregone conclusion. But slowly my
cousin was moving, and with the unreal swing originating in the bow of his
arm and the action of his shoulders, the ball was traveling its elliptical path,
reaching a hidden, intangible apogee and descending deeper and stronger
into the vagu ely outlined regions of the backcourt. An arc formed in my
stomach. Sweat beaded on my cousin's forehead . H e was dancing and holding
his racket high; his broadsword, I thought, his scimitar, his defender of the
W est and defender of the East, a shield against his opponent, a barbarian, who
cut his hair short, and who strung his racket with the innards of a Iamb.
- MICHAEL PELLEGRI I

-
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Lullaby: To Lisa

Hush, brown-eyed flirt of the years;
Let my sadder music blend
With fading light
To sooth you into sleep
And night.
A mighty stillness
Stalks the pulsed spirit
Of your Disneyed room
And flushes into sleep
The dimming spark
Of infancy.
Sleep, sacrament;
Your father's voice dies
To whispery dreams
Where he can not follow
But fears to walk away.

-DAVID M. LaGUARDIA
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Phillip)s Store

Phillip's store lies between
the mountain and the sea
and he does nothing there all day
but sell wrinkled nails
except sometimes when he weaves
webs of smoke with his fingertips
or draws chaTcoal pictures on wood
sad pictures mostly
of foTgotten floweTs and trees.
Phillip's store lies between
the mountain and the sea
and everything there costs a penny
but he'll let you owe him
except for the smiles he stores up
when the wind blows the sun in his face
or the cobwebs tickle his eyes
funny smiles mostly
he'll give them away for free.
- DA IEL KOPKAS

-
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Untitled

in chestnut tim e - as dead leaves crumble to my touch
i laugh, even at th e earth's death,

for the earth, brown-soiled and rain-watered
has lived, and died, and lived in death
vibrantly buried in snow.
cakes of fro ::.en ice defy warm spring
demanding wind chilling bree:::.es to swee p across th e ground,
w eaving their own life rhythms
in the crystal blue moonlight of snowflakes.
and the earth sighs as the rumor runs through the world:
the lonely cold des pair of a f01'saken piece of life,
spread by dead m en
that death is coming .
and the earth sighs, fo r she understands her seasons
and her ebb and flow of being .
she knows she lws never really died.
she has never felt the need .

- MARYBETH 0
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K

Untitled

Strumming copper strands of hair
a guitar humming down her back
a violin is in my ear
pouncing notes between her bow strokes
her organ heart
pumping her tune
chUJ·ch music, deep and slow
and then
virginia reel i feel
the whirl movement of long skilts, swish
sliding surely under
her
i cannot seem to pull myself
up to reach the keys.

-CAROL FURPAHS
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U·1 ~titled

an(lel san (l sometim es
in the pale cafe
and the smoke dulled
the darkness
and her words
wandered off
till her lips
were the only
thing moving
and her eyes
were as gray
as the sea
and she woke
before sun rise
and smiled
at the francs
and was gone
- vVILLIAM BUTALA
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.!ealous Billy

What dream, lake lover, do you dream?
Your scarlet eyes betray
A sad thought floats upon this pool
And takes your life away.
'I dream of my love's brawny smile,
Of music that he strums;
Leave, sir, for I must be alone
When jealous Billy comes.'
What buoyant bird could clip his urge
To lave his wings with blue?
What foolish man could tarry from
A girl of grace like you?
'Five days I've lingered, five days more
I'll listen for his song;
A flower at the water's brimI'll wait all summer long.'
What handsome face could win your face?
A hero he must be:
Gift-laden, glorious warrior
Come back from odyssey.
'H e's ugly now, a lusty nymph
Bewitched him with her spell:
Washed him in stupor, swelled his lips
And set his hemt to fell.

T m sure he'll empty from his lungs
H er heav y draft that numbs;
L eave, sir, for I must be alone
When jealous Billy comes.'

-CHARLES ZAROBILA
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A Review

Love and Will, by Rollo May.

ew York: W. W.

orton & Co., 1969.

Love and Will is a breathtaking tour of the contemporary psyche. Its
author's use of sources is extremely impressive. There are insights from his
own experience as a p ychoanalyst, from contemporary theology, philosophy,
psychology, and literature. The most important findings of the e di ciplines
seem to indicate that on the whole modern man is in a schizoid condition.
By this May means "out of touch; avoiding close relationships; the inability
to feel." To the extent that one is unable to feel, he becomes a "living
machine." Several times May remarks that the popularity of manuals on
sexual technique indicates that more people have come to regard themselves
as machinery. The results of feelinglessncss arc boredom and apathy. The
opposite of love is apathy and not hate.
The interrelation of love and will inheres in the fact that both
terms describe a person in the process of reaching out, moving
toward the world, seeking to affect others or the inanimate
world, and opening himself to be affected; molding, forming,
relating to the world or requiring that it relate to him.
The eventual result of apathy is violence.
Violence is the ultimate destructive substitute which surges in
to fill the vacuum where there is no relatedness . .. \Vhen
inward life dries up, when feeling decreases and apathy
increases, when one cannot affect or even genuinely touch
another person, violence flares up as a daimonic necessity for
contact, a mad drive forcing touch in the most direct way
possible.

If May is correct, the Kent State coed who appeared on the CBS Evening
News on September 28 has a solution to her problem. She could not understand how violence could have erupted at Kent, since Kent is "the most
apathetic campus in the country."
There are, of course, many reasons for periods of apathy and its
concomitants of violence, crime, and sexual chaos. May suggests that these
periods occur during times of "transition." Transition periods are inevitably
connected with the decline of traditional values and of the institutions that had
enshrined them. H e even addresses himself to the question of "open dorms:"
College students, in their fights with college authorities
about hours girls are to be permitted in the men's rooms, are
curiously blind to the fact that rules are often a boon. Rules
-
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give the student time to find himself. He has the leeway to
consider a way of behaving without being comm itted before he
is ready, to try on for size, to venture into relationships tentatively - which is part of any growing up. Better to have the
lack of commitment direct and open rather than to go into
sexual relations under pressure - doing violence to his feelings,
by having physical commitments without psychological. H e may
flaunt the rules; but at least they give some structure to be
flaunted. My point is true whether he obey the rul e or not.
Many contemporary students, understandably anxious because
of their new sexual freedom, repress this anxiety ("one should
like freedom") and th en compensate for the additional anxiety
the repression gives them by attacking th e parietal authorities
for not giving them more freedom!
The "old Puritanism" repressed sex. Today, however, sex has been
liberated, but at the cost of the rise of a "new Puritanism."
I define this puritanism as consisting of three elements.
First, a state of aliena ti on from the body. Second, the separa tion
of emotion from reason. And third, the use of the body as a
machine ... The Victorian person sought to have love without
falling into sex; the modem person seeks to have sex without
falling into love.
There is a current obsession with sex, part of which amoun ts to a compulsion
to "have sex" and to perform well when doing so. Behind the preoccupation
with performance and technique lies tl1e image of man-as-machine.
It is not surprising that contemporary trends toward the
mechanization of sex have mu ch to do with the problem of
impotence. The distinguishing characteristic of the machine is
that it can go through all the motions but it never feels.
Irony produces irony. Part of the new Puritanism seems to be what Harvey
Cox called "the repressed fear of involvement with women." On the one hand
this has resulted in a revolt against sex and the replacement of sex with drugs.
On the other hand, there is an enormous increase, in spite of the availability
of contraceptives, in illegitimate pregnancies.
Have we become so "civilized" that we have forgotten that a
girl can yearn to procreate, and can do so not just for psychobiological reasons but to break up the arid desert of feelingless
existence?
Although sex has been freed, eros is being repressed.
Sex can be defined fairly adequately in physiological terms as
consisting of the building up of bodily tensions and their
release. Eros, in contrast, is the experiencing of the personal
intentions and meaning of the act. Whereas sex is a rhythm of
stimulus and response, eros is a state of being . . . The end
-20-

toward which sex points is gratification and relaxation, whereas
eros is a desiring, longing, a forever reaching out, seeking
to expand.
Again and again May shows the conflict between eros and technology.
The technologically efficient lover, defeated in the contradiction
which is copulation without eros, is ultimately the impotent one.
He has lost the power to be carried away; he knows only too
well what he is doing. At this point, technology diminishes
consciousness and demolishes eros. Tools are no longer an
enlargement of consciousness but a substitute for it and, indeed,
tend to repress and truncate it ...
Eros is the center of the vitality of a culture - its heart and soul.
And when release of tension takes the place of creative eros, the
downfall of the civilization is assured.
Since love opens one to all possibilities, its experience points toward
eventual death. The ability to love implies the ability to confront death.
Modern man, who is obsessed with sex, has repressed eros and its attendant
(and necessary) risks, and he has repressed death. May remarks that Romeo
and Juliet, in their experience of eros, were prepared for tragedy. One of
May's friends contended that "the trouble with Romeo and Juliet was that
they hadn't had adequate counseling. If they had had, they would not have
committed suicide." The repression of death leads to the extinction of the
tragic. Just as the price of the repression of eros is obsession with and the
eventual death of sex, the rejection of tragedy only causes its eruption in a
more bizarre form:
The most tragic thing of all, in the long run, is the ultimate
attitude, "It doesn't matter." The ultimately tragic condition in
a negative sense is the apathy, the adamant, rigid "cool," which
refuses to admit the genuinely tragic.
Modem man has repressed eros, death, and the "daimonic."
The daimonic is any natural function which has the power
to take over the whole person. Sex and eros, anger and rage,
and the craving for power are examples . . . The daimonic is
the urge in every being to affirm itself, assert itself, perpetuate
and increase itself.
Since the daimonic is opposed to rationalism, it is the prime enemy of
technology. "It will accept no clock time or nine-to-five schedules or assembly
lines to which we surrender ourselves as robots." The daimonic comes to the
fore in dangerous ways, however, during times of transition. The daimonic,
along with man's rational side, is supposed to unify him. When he happens to
be tom apart and "out of touch," the daimonic, like reason gone wild, seeks
its revenge in strange and savage ways. During the breakdown of the Middle
Ages, for instance, there was a preoccupation with witchcraft and sorcery.
Contemporary man is rediscovering the art of Hieronymus Bosch and
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Matthias Gruenwald who, claims May, "confront the daimonic directly."
During such times the daimonic appears in the form of violence. "Violence is
the daimonic gone awry."
Since such periods of severe psychological cri is mean that man is
dangerously disjointed, it follows that his ability to will effectively will be
diminished. Agreeing with Leslie Farb r, :\1ay contend that free willing is
done by the entire person as a "joined totality," not by a thrust of "will
power." There have been certain periods, for example the Victorian, when
"will-power" was held supremely high. Such periods produced such sentiments
as "I am the master of my fate, I am the captain of my soul." But the most
important things in life cannot be willed in the "will-power" sense; they can
only be done. For example, one cannot will to love. The Victorian era, with
its over-emphasis on will, was followed by the Freudian, which in effect
denied it. May insists that contemporary man must rediscover the legitimate
meaning of will if he is to move out of an age of crisis. This requires the
integration of will with wish:
Will is the capacity to organize one's self so that movement in a
certain direction or toward a certain goal may take place. Wish
is the imaginative playing with the possibility of some act or
state occurring ... "Will" and "wish" may be seen as operating
in polarity. "Will" requires self-consciousness; "wish" does not.
"Will" implies some possibility of either/or choice; "wish" does
not. "Wish" gives the warmth, the content, the imagination, the
child's play, the freshness, and the richness to "will." "Will''
gives the self-direction, the maturity, to "wish." "Will" protects
"wish," permits it to continue without running risks which are
too great. But without "wish," "will" loses its life-blood, its
viability, and tends to expire in self-contradiction. If you have
only "will" and no "wish," you have the ch-ied-up, Victorian,
neopuritan man. If you have only "wish" and no "will," you
have the driven unfree, infantile person who, as an adultremaining-an-infant, may become the robot man.
Thus at every level of the discussion, May shows that what are usually
considered opposing elements of human experience are closely inter-related
and dependent as well. Love means being open to the other, being affected
by the other. It also means taking the other within oneself, and this requires
will. But one cannot, it seems, will to be open, and merely being open takes
only the passive and not the active meaning of love. It is curious how many
times May quotes T. S. Eliot, who almost alone among contemporary poets,
sought the reunification of man. But since his death, the disunification, the
savagery, the supersition, the apathy, the violence have increased. Since what
man can will depends so much on what he experiences, the important question
may be, how can he regain those experiences that will enable him to become
one with himself and with his world once again? Or more simply, how can
man get back in touch and once more be able to feel?
- GERALD C. HAY,
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JR.

Bar

This cheerless room
where old men
sit on stools
and stare
across their beer,
this grey
and narrow place
where women
never come,
grows its
bitter silence
like a duskline
in the sky
where time
and space
are dying
to the dark

-WILLIAM BUTALA
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The Moon) The Water) The Rock

he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he
he

he
bone of tree
skin of the earth
rooted as firmly
sky- his expanding mind- the dawn
bearing the day
filled it
as a mountain fills a valley
no lava overflow
was level
lived
watching the eyes
under the stone,
between the rocks, cracked crevices
up from the stream-bed sand
saw them following
walked on, no turning once behind
to the edge
grey slate and sea
brine of his mind escaping
into salted air
foam rose to meet the rock
retreating, rose again
he stood as rock
pushing his palm
into the dark.
(the moon, curved slit in a black pillowcase
as if a scythe was raised
releasing feathers
swollen eyes of stars puffed closed.)

- CAROL FURPAHS
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Open

it is not i love myself
i love this earth
this world spinning tumor on some bigger brain
i love it all

each grey hill
convoluted valley
Grand Canyon and the Rio Grande at sunset
orange and yellow smashing purple in a slat across the stone
i love it all
each earthworm burrow casting
every fish that dies
and lays arching back of white bone on dry sand
each leaf born once
draining the branch that bore it
blooded maple leaf
crisping in october sunrise
dying its november death
alone,
the side door open
says only
we left.

- CAROL FURPAHS
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Reflections zn Black and White

asked one question more than any other when I came home from a
I WAS
summer of inner-city work in New Brunswick, ew Jersey: "Did you really
accomplish anything?". It was always asked with a cynical tone as if I were
a fool who should know better; it was a question that said underneath, "Come
on, we're smarter than that, what did you expect to change?"
Logically extended, this reasoning can become a form of racism in itself,
an ugly rationalization of defeat at the bigness of the system. It will allow,
even condone open discrimination and injustice because "we can't change the
system by ourselves"; th erefore, while it is wrong that blacks, whites and
Puerto Ricans endure a life of hell in th e projects of ew Brunswick, it is out
of our hands. After all, "they" don't want our help, they hate us all now.
The black population of ew Brunswick is small, but growing. It is the
tenant of a desolate, impoverished area of the inner city, the diseased heart
that threa tens to infect the whole body. It is the owner of a life that ends
when th e sun sinks, because it is on risk of that life that one leaves the house
after dark. But cond itions inside the house are not at all better - there is the
life of rotting, overcrowded dwellings that cannot be repaired by welfare
tenants because they must first pay a $190-a-month rent and feed families of
alarming size.
This environment breeds rage, frus tration and hatred. But the New
Brunswick blacks are largely apathetic, with th e kind of listlessness that
accompanies the loss of hope - as one social worker put it, "They've taken
too much shit to care any longer." A black worker in the aligning county told
me, "It is impossible for a radical leader to get established in ew Brunswick."
There were no more than half a dozen Black Panthers in town during my
time there. My fellow volunteers decided from this that a noticeable lack of
"black pride" existed in the community. Thus, they not only concluded that
the blacks had not reached "political maturity" but that they were not
representative of American blacks as a whole.
I cannot claim that the blacks I encountered in my various jobs of
playground supervision, surveying, employment help and police-community
relations paraded in full Afro gear, wearing dashikis and shaking violent fists
in my face. or did these blacks avoid or attack me because of my whiteness;
on the contrary, many were friendly in a surprising, extremely open way. If
this is evidence of their political immaturity, I must question the morality of
that term. What can be said for a mentality that rejects friendship and
honesty for angry separatism and shrill demands for reparations of 400 years
past? This isn't how the blacks were thinking, this was how my white
co-workers were saying they should think. Isn't this again the tired liberal
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trick of doing the thinking for others ("You don't know what you want, we are
educated, we know what you want")?
There was no solidarity of opinion in the black community. The blacks
I met often had differing ideas on what would lead to the liberation of their
people in this country. I worked for a time in an employment agency for New
Brunswick's "hard-core unemployed," namely the black teen-agers. The
director and his assistant were black and he made very clear his opinion on
the source of black freedom: jobs. The economic ladder was the only one to
climb, self-respect and human dignity would be by-products of steady gainful
employment within the system. There was, of course, the danger of assimilation into the white middle-class, but it was a necessary hazard. It simply could
not be avoided; now I wonder if he realized how much he had been
assimilated, because it is truly a white American trait to see all salvation in
the dollar sign. His intentions were all to the good, of course, because he
was sincere in wanting to raise the living standards of the city's blacks, but, as
others would question, at what price?
To what extent "black pride" surfaced in ew Brunswick, the black
students at Rutgers campus were the wardens of it. These were the culture
nationalists who sought an answer to their conflict in the customs and
language of black Africa. Their stronghold was the campus because if and
when they reached out beyond it, they failed more often than they succeeded
in meeting the people. A group of black and white students gathered one
night in the student center with the purpose of "joining with the community
in common dialogue." \ Ve sat around for a half hour in confused silence until
a stuttering, dashikied black decided to chair the meeting. The group,
sprinkled with SDS activists, had hoped to attract older blacks to explore
their grievances. Only one black couple showed up and the woman was only
there temporarily, visiting from out-of-town. All the others were students. So
being without a community to tell their problems, the students proceeded to
make up their own. Rent control, food prices and the police were discussed
(or rather, certain revolutionary attitudes on these subjects were accepted
without question). There was no argument about whether food prices in the
welfare area were too high; they simply were and we moved from there. The
blacks were improvising as they went along, with considerable aid from SDS,
themselves master improvisers. It was a sorry spectacle to watch.
Finally, there was the black who went beyond the system and the culture
nationalists in his thinking, the one I would really describe as revolutionary.
To him, there was no separate black or Puerto Rican struggle. Instead, it was
a struggle of the impoverished classes against the handful of incredibly rich
proprietors in control of this counby The thinking was rooted in but definitely
updated from the Communist logic of the thirties. Capitalism by definition
to him was racist and oppressive and it had to be removed. This black felt
that the director of the employment agency was a house nigger who, by
feeding jobs to the young, was perpetuating instead of correcting a hopelessly
corrupt system. The campus blacks at Rutgers were off on an ego trip and
sinking in cultural quicksand that was of no use to the people. His plan for
liberation lay in the masses, instilling in them an awareness that transcended
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ethnic pride or economic contentmen t. His weapons were demonstrations,
boycotts and general non-coopera tion with th e system in order that it crumble
to the ground. Questions of violence and nonviolence were irrelevant to him,
as people who are oppressed, he felt, had no alternative but to strike back in
whatever form was effective.
The whol e qu estion of change therefore seemed to me at times to be
swallowed up in furious argum ent over tactic . It is hard to deny an ideal
view that demands instant, radical renovation of th e establishment, but is it a
viable demand? Has the demand become so huge and utopian th at it descends
into a philosophical question that is nice for discussion but completely
inapplicable in our lives? Or is it instead right to aim this high in order to
realize any change at all?
Intellectual circles now consider change in extremes. It is either "all
power to the people now" or nothing at all. Why must so much necessary
radical thought be choked by blind rh etoric? It is this rhetoric (and occasionally the mindless violence) that has split the radical and liberal segments,
both intensely concerned with th e black struggle. Where we need the radical
voice (and we definitely do) we play it down because the tone is so ominous
and deadly. Th en we accept small doses of change out of fear of chaos. This
is a moral crime to the lives and spirits of blacks and Puerto Ricans forced to
wait out our prolonged, idiotic debate. Radicals correctly say that time is
dying out, but then they get sidetracked in Maoist dogma and fantastic
notions of that political morality which grows out of the barrel of a gun. At
the same time, liberals write their own death sentences when they reject
radical ideas on change because they reject radical tactics.
·working in ew Brunswick this summer gave me more insight into
problems and not nece sarily solutions. However, I am convinced that, despite
the preaching of books and television, individual effort and work is valuable
and necessary. The civil rights issue is not strictly a political or economic one,
but a human struggle over all. And we are all qual ified to participate in that.
-LEE POLEVOI

-
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Incantation to !Hdith Viorst

in the land of
bikini curtains in the kitchen,
pregnant screens in the summer,
two year olds who are luxuries
(but not labor saving devices)
in the family room,
pumpkins in the empty-mouthed fireplace,
and dreams stored in crawl spaces that
struggle surreptitiously
through eaves and behind cornices,
where
judith vi01·st is mind-expanding
and "oh! calcutta" apprehensively avant,
we
peruse, "it's hard to be hip over thirty
and other tragedies of married life,"
and become indebted to our chronicler
of broken dreams
and choater
of inchoate thoughts
who

to

restores
a tarnished but
never questioned fashionableness
our
altered
lives
-ROBERT A. BRUEN! G
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Richie Havens

The bearded slave of tranquil fury
looks over his land with hurtful eyes,
as he sends fork ed lightning
from his toothless mouth;
a tearful scowl w eighs on his
pain-lined fa ce
that speaks a bewildred assurance.
The gyrating, pulsating tumult
of life exPLODES from his
furnaced soul
in a frenzied song of freedom.
Pausing ... stopping ... shutting his eyes
against the clear suffering of clay,
he listens blindly to his song as it
rides away on th e music of the wind;
and he slowly nods at the knowledge
that the same wind
will someday
scatter his dust.
- R.
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J. BER ARD

Untitled

once it was possible
to be three days gone
and return
to catch the
ebb and flow
once there were walls,
prisons, arenas, real
vaginas
to watch the
flowers go
and only cry
once it was possible to be
three days gone
for once w e w ere upon a time
-WZ
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!Am

god
alone thought
he could make
I

in each inked word
my fingernails: electrodes of creation
spark the jellyfish from water, reptile to the land
winnow through my eyes his scales
spirit being made to man
I

manned of me
making the clay fold forward
woman
not from rib but in my l's
slanting

I
drew them with my nostrils wide
felt fanfare in my pawing
em·th arena, mountain fences
(no crowd.)

-CAROL FURPAHS

-
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The Predisposition to Criticize*

T

HE FOLLOW! 1G essay is written in a way that will give the spirit and
direction of a vision, rather than the procedural analysis of an idea. I
have written the essay in this manner because the matter of predisposition
invited a style that would speak of spirit, of person and the inclination of the
heart, rather than the arrangement of parts. In Coleridge's words, "Such as
the life is, such is the form."
A few other preliminary remarks are in order. In this essay I will not
speak of criticism as such, which necessarily brings to bear the power of
analysis and eventually reduces the poem to an aesthetical object that
solidifies into a unity of parts beneath the bright discursive light of the
critic's mind. Indeed, the poem as engaged by the critic's mind will both
dance and solidify between the poles of experience and judgment, first living
in the sacredness of intersubjectivity, and then existing as object in the
worded shape of its lines. The poem as experienced is "thou"; the poem as
judged is "it." But the deep root of the poem as experienced or, more
peripherally, of the poem as judged is the dark creative life of man in which
are born his epiphanies of existence. If the critic cannot encounter and
respond creatively and co-naturally to the poet, he is not critic. Judgment
without experience is pseudo-judgment. Yet, criticism in its experiential root
and analytical dimensions is not the subject of this essay; its predisposition is.
In part I of this essay, I speak of no person known to me, but only of
types of person.
Though criticism is not my subject, I do use a variant of the word in the
title of the essay so a definition of that word is in order. But rather than
giving an oversimplified formulation, I prefer to explain the word in terms of
its necessary implications. These are five. First, the ability to experience the
poem in its first matter (the artist's engagement with existence and his
consequent response to this engagement) and in its second matter (the verbal
configuration of the artist's response to engagement) which would be the
aesthetical experience in the strict sense. This first ability would have implications in itself, that is, depth (uniting suffering and insight) and perirnetric
openness of person (unto existential communion with all things). Second, the
ability to understand, which implies a more explicit, agile knowledge and
cognitive handling of the matter and form of the poem than is connoted in
the ability to experience. Understanding, in this context, connotes a strength
of the cognitive power, both intuitive and discursive, married to a resiliency
and life of the passions. The man of stoney heart and sclerotic pulse could
not understand the fabled and rising streams of "Fern Hill." In this power of
understanding, the critic begins to distinguish poetic components crystalizing
in the aesthetical experience. Third, the ability (or temperament) to appre-
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ciate, which implies a preoccupation with poetic power, rather than with its
absence - a critical giveness to existence rather than nothingness. This ability
would enable the critic to undergo the agonized and beauteous shape of a
poem whose ideational content runs counter to his own convictions. A critic
with this ability would apprehend both artistic life and death, but he would
be a lover of life, not death. And, in the resiliency of his person, he would not
deal in static oversimplification, but would distinguish the poetic bloom from
the mire it may spring from. Fourth, the ability to estimate, which implies an
astute, objective, scalpel-like analysis of the myriad interrelations of the poetic
whole. This pow r of estimation is the power of understanding pushed to its
peripheral objectivity and furthest reaches of explicitness. Lastly, we come to
the ability to mticulate, which implies the critic's power to deftly suggest his
insight and spell out his analysis.

In short, th e critic must apprehend, as person and as discursive judge,
poetic (aesthetical) existence and non-existence, excellence and deficiency in
the dynamic relation of worded matter to form. He must know both intuitively
and discursively what does and does not make the poem either exquisite
and/or powerful. Yet all of this will never give the critic's reader an aesthetical
encounter; it will only give the reasons for the cri tic's encounter.
ext, this essay is not abou t a disposition, but a predisposition. A disposition would relate directly to the act of criticism, and this immediate
disposition might be said to be a dual one corresponding to the intuitive and
discursive powers of man: namely, to livingly present and to sharply distinguish. But my subject is the critic as man, rather than man as critic. I will
speak of person and the shape of the person who would criticize authentically.
What I will say has to do with the shape and inclination of a human being,
rather than the specific ae thetical act of a human being. The existentiality
of the critic as person is the subject of this essay: what he must be and what
he cannot be.
Lastly, I think it is evident from my explanation of the meaning of
criticism that I speak, here, of practical rather than theoretical criticism, that
is, of the personal and yet estimative response to an experience of the poem,
not the speculation on or formulation of the ultimate principles of art criticism.

I

As John Crowe Ransom has distinguished, but within a different vision
than I hope to shape here, there are three types of men who cannot criticize
poetry or the life of man beca use they are not disposed to the fulln ess of that
life or to its intense verbal out-shape which is poetry. In short, one cannot be
a critic before he is a man.
The first type of man, or man-in-atrophy, is the animal whose appetite
precludes hum an understanding. H e drools his existence from his mouth and
urges it from his loins. H e is concerned, as so many are nowadays, with beer,
beefsteak and behinds, and the angel of the transcendent is not even a
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figment to his puttied mind. His eyes are cataracted from radiance, the soul
of art and beauty, and his only thirst is for the springs of the sensate world.
In art, the artist effectually bestows his soul upon his creation. The artist
gives himself as responding to the impress of existence. 1 It is impossible that
the great artist will shape the animal, for example the pornographic, for the
pornographic is an end to itself; it is sensation for its own sake. It is not the
voluptuous given the dance of the soul, as in the art of Renoir or Dylan
Thomas, but it is sheer bulk made for excitation. But the animal-non-critic is
not interested in shape diaphanized - shape with the itch of earth cooled.
H e is interested in bulk and climax. The harmonic, unified intensity of the
agony of another life escapes him. The interpenetrability of human lives in the
life of human compassion is non-existent to him. The effective bestowal of the
human soul upon a being of art is to him a gift of delusion.
John Crowe Ransom in "Criticism as Speculation" tells the story of a day
when Freud or one of his followers was walking on the bank of the Seine. He
noticed groups of excited men gathered about look-see movie machines, but,
curiously, one machine had no group by it. H e wondered why, for all of the
machines, it seemed, showed women in various stages of undress. To satisfy
his curiosity he paid his sous and looked into the eyes of the machine with no
excited men around it; its eyes stared back the Venus of Madici. Beauty was
of no interest to the male animal. Art, whether tonal, pigmented or verbal is
of no substantial interest to the man whose act is animal, for it cannot be
manipulated unto excitation. Art keys the lock to the transcendent, but to this
possibility the animal wags his tail and jogs away.
The second type of man who cannot authentically criticize is the logician.
Not he who can be logical and has order in procedure, for procedure is the
necessary scaffolding of our existence. But he for whom existence is substantially a problem not a mystery. He who has God in the pocket of his
definition, and therefore has not God, but only his definition. H e who thinks
he has exhaustive knowledge of man's life because he can dissect with the
scalpel of his logic. H e who thinks analysis and discursiveness lead necessarily
to the truth. He who confuses logic with the truth and law with life and who
does not understand that the mahogany premises which he has taken for
granted for so long may, indeed, be the sepulcher for his own peb·ified person.
This man is playing with the alphabet blocks that someone else has given
him, and in his electric agility is able to arrange these blocks into indefinite
combinations, but never to create a new block to give new combinations and
a new word. His existence has been programmed and his vision is mosaicked.
H e has the mental eyes of crawfish. Existence at the logician's level is
technique, not organic form ; is machine, not body; is organization, not soul;
is problem, not mystery. The uniqueness of the poem, the exquisite epiphany
shown to the heart by the glance of eye is non-reality to him. His day is
performed "by the numbers"; he has automatized himself. His by-word is
duty not love; his act is compulsive not free. This man does not know what
'This notion is developed by me in "Towards A Definition of Poetry," Fine Arts (May 30,
1965), pp. 4-6, 13.
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a poem is because he has not felt what life is. H e does not know that one
human life is as unfathomable a one good poem is; th at artistic and existential
reality is that we know and yet ever more deeply know in our unknowing,
and that authentic human ex istence is only apprehended in paradox: the life
in death, the light in darkness, the beauty in ugliness, the joy in agony, the
triumph in crucifixion, the dawn known ou t of night, and - sometimes - in
the depths of night. The logician is not a criti c beca use he is not a man; I
mean that he has not let the power of his humanness unfold, and the stalk
of his person is blown dry in the wind. H e is a dwarf whose growth has
been arrested in the second foliation of his existence as the animal's growth
was arrested in the first.
The poem mu t have logic - must have some procedure or interrelation
of parts, but it is never a poem beca use it is logical. It is a poem because it
intensely and harmonically shapes out the mystery of man's existence. Of
this mystery and of this sh ape the logician is unaware. He is oblivious to the
inimitable and he will never fall in love, for to fall in love is to be seduced by
the mystery and the union of personal and yet transcendent inimitability.
Man is unhuman to the degree tha t he does not become consumed involved wi th being. In literature we are concerned with the existential
agonies, struggles, commitments of unique persons - of the existent being as
he struggles and delights in the darkness and ligh t of this world. And to the
extent we are not involved in these struggles, we are dead minds considering
living circumstances. So the judging of the poem is not only the "apart from"
consideration between verbal matter and form, b ut the involvement in existent
circumstances, and whether or not the poet has adequately and verbally
wrung out the exis tence of that circumstance. Letting logic play the primary
role in the es timate of the poem is letting the mechanic into the boudoir.
I have described in the last two sections as I will in the one following the
full deformity of certain h uman types . I doubt that many men would fill out
the dimensions of these types, b ut many men participate in them, and to
that extent cannot be authentic critics because they are not developing
human beings.
The third type of person who is unable to criticize - in his inability to
experience - is the conceptual moralist, who is more of a brute than the
animal in wishing to violate the mind of man with his hardened moral
premise and for the sake of his egocentric security. H e is the polemicist. The
crusader. The propagandi t. There is, indeed, a context for propaganda but
it is not in the deftn ess of criticism or in the developing life of creation. It
may be in the pulpit where the audience has implicitly agreed to be persuaded
of certain convictions. But even there the preacher, in order to animate and
convince his audience, will need to reach into the darkness and sh·uggles and
lights of his deep engagements with existence. In short, he will have to be
honest, and in this honesty he will actu ally transcend the plain of hardened
propaganda. The great preacher will speak in the fullness and the freedom of
the vision and the life of his love, not in the sartorial lust of the "moral" tailor
who would pattern all men to his own image and likeness. Then his searching
will be prophesy and charisma; not unthinking and hot-willed propaganda.
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The propagandist's very conviction and intent to persuade or dissuade
disqualify him from critical judgment, for his will intercepts reason and his
idee fixe extinguishes the life of artistic execution by measuring it in terms
of moral abstraction. He lives within the coffin of his own conceptuality and
assumes that his concept and reality are one. His hardened moral premises
have become god-like to him and those works that are not written within the
pales of his "right reason" are deleted from the canon of his mind. This man
is, in fact, immoral because he wishes to dictate the existence and experience
of others. H e has, in a sense, committed psychological blasphemy by assuming
implicit divinity. This is no exaggeration. Extremists brook no dialogue. Others
are confused but they will inform. Their certainty is absolute.
But must man not move from the simplicity of ignorance and of confident
serenity through the long and trying night of semi-knowledge and confusion
until finally, after innumerable gestations of being and with the aid of the
midwife that is the sacrament of existence he gives birth to the simplicity of
knowledge? The man who aspires to knowledge must have the humility and
courage to forego the primitive security of the breast (where the conceptual
moralist resides) and undergo the confusion and the freedom of choice. In
confusion man is at least aware of the options that a free man can choose, and
through which the noble man will aspire to search out his identity and his
destiny. Man must move from the simplicity of ignorance through the
suffering level of darkness and semi-knowledge to the simplicity and resiliency
of authentic knowledge. H ere the level of the technical problem has been
left behind and the mystery of substantial and simplified knowledge
dynamically increases.
The hardened moralist is not a critic because he is not authentically
human. H e is hypnotized in the closed and minute circling of his intellect.
He does not realize that the movement towards infinity and perfection and
fulfillment can only begin in the realization of his finite though sublime
existence. Finity opens to infinity. Closeness inbreeds and begets darkness,
fanaticism and death - the death of the mind, the heart and all resilient
aspiration. The condition of man is to thirst - for fulfillment, for identity and
for realization. But this man inbreeds his own divinity through phantasm. In
this case, the real has merged with the concept, and there results an indissoluble marriage of illusion. He has projected a conceptual reality, because
he does not have the courage or the honesty to encounter existential reality.
It is one thing to live by convictions born out of one's engagement with
evolving existence; it is another to say with absolute certainty that one's
concept is the real. The conceptual moralist carves existence to the shape of
his concept instead of Jetting his concept feed upon reality. H e is the
procrustus of our time and of art. H e is the lustful tailor who cuts art and life
to prove the adequacy of his abstraction.
To be resiliently honest man must always let the essentiality of principle
engage the giveness of existence. Principle, as humanly conceived, is not
sufficient reason for itself. It depends for its authenticity and its growth upon
the giveness of existence and the creative response of man's mind. Mentalized
essentiality without the opposition and the sustenance of the tides of reality
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leads to petrification, destruction and death. Without caution and dialogue
and openness we become finite and insane gods of death that would make
ontology the mirror of our phantasmal world.

II
Who, then, is able to criticize? Vlho has the right and the power? H e
who is willing to suffer the wound of existence. H e whose arms are stretched
upon the cross of reality and who is willing to receive the thrown lance of
existence. 1 The predisposition to criticize is the disposition to love; to suffer
in openness the giveness of man and reality - not excluding any artist's
doubts and agonies because they are not his own or do not fit the finite
dimensions of his own life. Indeed the dimension of the critic's life, as well as
the artist's, should be boundless. It is the dimension of the wound that is
never closed.
How can one possibly criticize what he does not understand or is not
willing to suffer, at least in terms of sympathetic identification? A critic does
not know what he is talking about if he merely catagorizes without enduring enduring, perhaps, not in actuality, but in the act of compassion and the
searching of the deeps of his human co-naturality. Aesthetical judgment
assumes aesthetical experience and aesthetical experience happens only to the
open man's heart. The critic must suffer before the judges. H e must endure
before he condemns. H e must first understand the matter to estimate the form
and he must have lived the form to know the matter. vVhen his heart has eyes,
he has reached the highest and yet deepest level of his existence - that level
on which he apprehends the sacredness of being, existence as Thou. This is
the authentically human level of openness to Being - from the solidness of
stones to the transcendence of life, inward to the dance of his being and
outward to the sacramental depth of the eyes of a stranger. The level of the
Thou must precede the level of it. Love must precede judgment; involvement
precede statement. One must be human before he is critical.
Shall we as men who are critics be not willing to search to the outermost
and darkest reaches of the abandoned - to the shaded room of Baudelaire
and the dying incoherence of the syphilitic Wilde. Shall we not be willing to
be human, to know and to love unto these powers furthest energies. Shall we
not be willing to expend ourselves to become the Other. Love that is exclusive
is not love at all. It is love's dwarf and Dorian's image. Either we love
existence in its divinic root and human foliage or we do not. Either we
undergo the wound and life of existence or live in the sealed opacity of
self-made tombs. Either we are Gethsemanean or not. The authentic critic
must love existence in all its presences. His self must become other in its
reaching out. His heart must heave concentric with the heart of reality. Then
he will be able to understand and feel what verbal shape is appropriate to the
' I use Christian symbols here not in any parochial sense, but in the mythic and transcendent significance which they have had for the community of western man - much
as Job has had as the tragic and yet triumphant sufferer.
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reality he understands. The critic must attain a porosity of soul to receive the
influx of existence. Life-tight compartments will not do. The poem is the
verbal shape of a man responding to the impress of existence. To the extent
the critic is not a man whose substantial acts are knowledge and love, to that
extent he cannot h·uly criticize. After he has suffered, then he may adjudicate.
Love, which in its living state has the diaphany to see, is the only necessary
predisposition to authentically criticize art or the life that art shapes.
That man in whose face we find both heaven and hell - both fulfillment
and the most dire separation from fulfillment - in him do we have the power
and the insight and the discipline and the creativity to criticize. For this man
is the co-creator of his identity; he has austerely carved himself down to the
lean visage which existence and its au thor has given him. He does not settle
for hand-me-down mental projections or light from second-hand mirrors. He
is himself upon the cross of the world, and humanity grieves in his mind and
courses in his veins, and its happiness and fulfillment - though he be in the
hell of his finity, in its darkness and its weakness, - is his happiness. Man's
completion, man's fulfillment, man's understanding of his traumas and
exultations, of his identity and his destiny in terms of the verbal shape of art is
his passion, his precise vocation and the object of the energy of his life.
-JAMES E. MAG ER, JR.
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Lament of a Lonely G ,n itar Player

The strings that pound the sound around the room
remind me of the grooves so gray and green
and gleaming - - - silver streaks of song in circles sleek and free
that smatter on the wall
that's black
with paintings edged in gilt
because they look original
in frames of gold.
But who would really care if they were real
except tlwt lady
tall with long white hands ancl piercing eyes
who utters pregnant sighs
to criticize
the images that only color lies - - - you know that god-graced golden girl
who wears those evanescent spheric earrings
and who also told the circles where to go.
And so because I love the lady
work is what I play
and never for the fun
because she cries and never sings
to strings that fashion rings
that tarnish as they fly
and clie
or try to wrap her neck and strangle out
a simple word
to melt the walls or make them green.
To buy this nodded blessing
I bleed this bunch of crying circles
that she can't even see
since she's not even free to feel
as I
who try and try
(and some day will die)
creating silver circles
that are really only me.

-KATHLEEN
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